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**Abstract**—Communicating and managing customers’ requirements in software development projects play a vital role in the software development process. While it is difficult to do so locally, it is even more difficult to communicate these requirements over distributed boundaries and to convey them to multiple distribution customers. This paper discusses the communication of multiple distribution customers’ requirements in the context of customised software products. The main purpose is to understand the challenges of communicating and managing customisation requirements across distributed boundaries. We propose a model for Communicating Customisation Requirements of Multi-Clients in a Distributed Domain (CCRD). Thereafter, we evaluate that model by presenting the findings of a case study conducted with a company with customisation projects for 18 distributed customers. Then, we compare the outputs of the real case process and the outputs of the CCRD model using simulation methods. Our conjecture is that the CCRD model can reduce the challenge of communication requirements over distributed organisational boundaries, and the delay in decision making and in the entire customisation process time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The software industry has shifted its attention to global software engineering. Nevertheless, numerous challenges have arisen. In order to meet the challenges associated with global adoption, changes in software engineering practices are needed. Requirements engineering (RE) serves a very important role in the software development process in both collocated and distributed domains [1]. Managing the communication of customer requirements is a key component of the development production process for the marketplace.

While it is difficult to negotiate and communicate these requirements locally, it is even more difficult to communicate them over distributed boundaries, particularly to multiple customers. This difficulty increases in distributed software development (DSD) projects as well as projects that have multiple distributed customers across organisational and cultural boundaries. In the last two decades, a significant transition from co-located forms of development to global software development has taken place, requiring more communication across organizational boundaries [1], [2]. Requirement engineering in a distributed domain is a complex intersection phenomenon that encompasses numerous technical, social, and organisational aspects [3].

In recent years, the amount of research conducted in the fields of requirement engineering and requirement management have increased [4]. Different aspects of requirement engineering in both distributed and global development environments have been examined in order to identify challenges and propose solutions [1]. Meanwhile, customised software has become commonplace in the software industry, particularly due to the boom in outsourcing software and the offshore development process for many software development vendors [5].

This research aims to identify the requirements of multiple distributed customers in the context of customised software products. To achieve this goal, we began by reviewing the previous research on requirements engineering in the development and outsourcing process in a DSD setting. We propose a model for Communicating Customisation Requirements of Multi-Clients in a Distributed Domain (CCRD). Thereafter, we evaluate that model by presenting the results of a case study with a company with customisation projects for 18 distributed customers. Next, we compare the outputs of the real case process and the outputs of the CCRD model using simulation methods.

We believe that managing customisation requirements in the DSD context is important, and local negotiation of customers’ requirements has seen successes in many agile development projects in the DSD domain. In addition, our conjecture is that CCRD model can reduce the challenge of communication requirements over distributed organisational boundaries, and reduce the delay in decision making and in the entire customisation process time.

II. RELATED WORK

Global software development has been of significant interest in the last several years, as it aids software development projects in overcoming certain difficulties associated with recruiting qualified practitioners in their projects. Furthermore, it benefits development projects in terms of cost and productivity [6]. However, many challenges have arisen with the shift to distributed development, such as adequate communication and issues related to coordination.
Requirement engineering is an important area in the software development process, which is affected by communication challenges in a distributed domain. The main challenge lies in accommodating the needs of distributed stakeholders for either development or customised software. Many researches have discussed different aspects of that challenge and have proposed solutions for requirements engineering in a distributed domain. Hayat et al. [9] proposed a model to manage requirement changes during the development process. That model has since been extended to serve as a framework for global development projects, called RCM, by Khan et al. [10]. The RCM framework emphasizes knowledge sharing by adding a central repository in order to increase awareness between distributed teams, thereby reducing the need for communication across distributed boundaries. In terms of global software development projects addressing the challenges of communication across different cultures, Damian [2] discussed the challenges of global development projects across various organizational and cultural boundaries. Moreover, this research explores how knowledge acquisition and sharing between developers and stakeholders can help requirements engineering in the GSD domain.

On the other hand, several researchers have discussed and taken an interest in managing and communicating customers' requirements in a distributed domain. Damian and Zowghi [1] investigated the impact of multi-distributed customers on requirement management and communication and proposed a model addressing several factors that affect requirements management in distributed development projects, such as remote communication and knowledge management, cultural diversity and time differences. Other researchers have emphasised the most frequent challenge of cross-sites problems, namely, a delay in resolving customers’ issues. This delay means that customers’ requirements take up additional time in communications between distributed teams [11]. Gopal et al. [12] conducted a study on the impacts of coordination and communication of requirements across the global software process. They emphasised the fact that speed and productivity are the consequences of the distributed boundaries, and they found that local negotiation of customers’ needs and requirements reduce the delay in resolving time.

III. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM AREA

This research discusses communication requirements, as this issue is significant in the customisation process of distributed development projects. Our research target is software vendor organisations, which customise software products for different distributed customers. They then appoint representative customisation teams to install the software and deal with customisation requests and changes (Fig. 1). The problem is how to reduce the challenges of communicating customisation requirements between a software vendor and customers’ locations; also, to reduce the implications of those issues on the customisation process speed. This paper also presents a model for the customisation process of distributed customers’ requirements, which enhanced the concept of locality for making decisions at customers’ locations (i.e., the CCRD model, Fig. 3).

A. Research Objectives and Questions

The objectives of this research are:

- Discuss customization requirements in the context of DSD across distributed boundaries.
- Applying the concept of locality on decision making for the customisation process by presenting the CCRD model, and evaluating it to see how much that would impact the productivity and speed of the customisation process.

To achieve the above objectives, the following research question is formulated:

RQ1: What are the impacts of making decisions locally on the total decision making time, and the total customisation time of the software customisation process in a distributed domain?

A. Research Methodology

The methods used in this research (as shown in Fig. 2) started by reviewing the literature in order to investigate the success of locality in software development and how that applied in some approaches, such as the Agile development method. Then, customisation model was designed, which located the decision making at customers’ locations and the rest of the customisation process at the software vendors’ distributed locations (Fig. 3). Afterward, in order to evaluate
the proposed model (CCRD model), we conducted a case study of a company that has 18 distributed customers using one software product, as the company deals with their customisation requirements across distributed boundaries. The customisation scenario model of the selected company and the CCRD model have been transformed into simulation models in order to evaluate the impacts of local decision making on both models, and to examine how much the CCRD model improves the productivity and speed of the customisation process and overcomes the distribution challenges.

IV. COMMUNICATING CUSTOMIZATION REQUIREMENTS MODEL (CCRD)

The CCRD model was designed to model the communication of customisation requirements of distributed clients. This model was designed to enhance local decision making in order to overcome the challenges of communicating clients’ requirements across multiple sites. The designed model relies on the main practices of a software development life cycle for the customisation process, starting from collecting clients’ requirements, to resolving and delivering them. Also, it relies on theories which emphasize the benefits of local negotiation and decision making and on distributed development in the productivity and speed of the software development process in distributed domains [12]. Through the CCRD model, this research aims to investigate the impacts of decision making on clients’ customisation requirements at clients’ locations, in order to reduce the challenges of communicating customisation requirements for multi-distributed clients.

This scenario of this CCRD model aims to provide a mechanism to manage and communicate customisation requirements for multi-clients across distributed boundaries, and shows the importance of communication and coordination among the three main groups in software development projects in a distributed domain, which are the client, the onshore customisation team (at the client’s location) and the offshore customisation team (at the vendor location), in order to deal with clients’ customisation requirements [13]. This model enhances the practice of local decision making at clients’ locations in order to overcome the challenges of communicating and coordinating clients’ requirements in a distributed domain and to reduce the implications of these challenges.

The design of this model, as mentioned before, relies on the main software development life cycle process and practices such as requirement gathering and analysis, design, implementation and testing [14], and the benefits and features of a collocated team and the successful experience of agile software development through local negotiation and decision making at the client’s location [15]. Thus, the CCRD model components are designed to start with the requirements analysis process. In this model, the collection of customisation requirements occurs at the client’s location. Then, the development process includes design, implementation, testing and evaluation at the offshore site of the software vendor. All these components come to work in the designed model as

follows:

The flow of the customisation process starts from collecting clients’ requirements. The customisation requirements in this case come as two types. The type first is bugs, which represent the problems of the working system. This requirement demands investigation to find the issues and debug them. The second type of clients’ requirements is new features (when clients request new features that need to be added to the system). This need requires analysis and development in most cases. Both types require some communications between clients and software vendors in order to understand their collective requirements. In typical offshore projects, there is a small vendor team located in a client’s location to undertake these activities and act as a proxy for the main software vendor [16]. The second step is making a decision and then negotiating on the request. The decision takes three forms:

- Cancellation: This form of decision happens when the client changes his mind about the requests before or after some discussions regarding his requests.
- Rejection: The rejection decision is made by a decision maker after investigation of that request. It is rejected because it is outside the project scope, it would create more implications for the project, or the request does not make sense.
- Acceptance: Acceptance happens when the initial investigation has been conducted to make sure the request make sense, and accounts for bugs or new features. Then, it is sent to the central customisation team in order to apply the required development or debug any issues.

After that, the request goes through a check with the offshore customisation team at the vendor’s location to make sure the requests are understood and scheduled into the team tasks. If the request does not exist, in the case of bugs, or if the new features requested are not clear, it returns to the client’s location for more investigation and another decision. The last process in the customisation life cycle, in which the requests go through it, is the development process, which includes implementation, testing and verifying, and delivery of the completed requests to client’s location. It is worth noting that the offshore team at the vendor’s location deals with multi-distributed clients at the same time, which makes communication and coordination more challenging. However, most communication in this type of project happens at the level of decision making and negotiation, which is moved in this model to the client’s location in order to reduce those challenges.

Communications is one of the main challenges of distributed development projects, and the customisation process for multi-clients involves struggling with that challenge. On the other hand, locality in some software development and management processes has achieved success in different development approaches and contexts. This model adopts the concept of local decision making in the customisation process for multi-clients in order to provide a model for communicating customisation requirements for different clients and overcoming the challenges of distributed domains.
and simulation to support the process of software development. The software development field has increasingly used modelling and simulation for many subjects such as systems and business intelligence systems. These products have been developed and customised based on customers’ needs. In this study, we have collected the historical data of 18 customers, which contains 2,479 customisation requirements observed in 1,290 working hours. In addition, the collected data includes the processes applied on customers’ requests starting from arrival time, decision making time and development. Also, the decisions made on those requirements are studied. All this information is used as trace data to drive the design of a simulation model in order to use it as a baseline model [18]. Furthermore, the arrival requirements are used as input for both CCRD and baseline simulation models in the evaluation process.

B. Baseline Simulation Model

This section describes the importance of the modelling and simulation process in research and evaluation studies, and how it reduces the effects of conducting experiments on real cases. According to Robinson (2007), simulation is defined as, “Experimenteration with a simplified imitation (on a computer) of an operations system as it progresses through time, for the purpose of better understanding and/or improving that system.” Modelling and simulation become very popular methods in research and industry for many subjects such as engineering, business and medical science. However, the software development field has increasingly used modelling and simulation to support the process of software development and software project management [19]. In addition, Kellner et al. [19] state that software process simulations are currently being used for different issues such as strategic software development, process improvement, and control and operational management of software engineering.

In this research, simulation has been selected as the evaluation method for the research hypothesis. According to Abdel-Hamid [20], although it is easy to propose a hypothesis in software engineering, it is very difficult to test it. There are many reasons for the difficulty in testing a software engineering hypothesis. Applying and controlling software engineering experiments in the real world demand cost and time [21]. The challenge and difficulty increase in large, complex and dynamic projects like distributed development projects [22]. Therefore, simulation models enable researchers to control software engineering experiments, and also allow them to identify the factors that impact the outputs of the simulation model with less cost and time [21]. In terms of the evaluation software development process, Martin & Ra [23] state that changes in the software development process can be evaluated by simulation models. However, that evaluation should consider the context of the project environment.

We used Simul8 as a software simulation package, which validates and is used in many simulation projects [24]. In terms of the simulation model settings and the fitting of activity distribution, all activities are set and fit based on the collected empirical data of the real system. We applied the Black Box validation comparison method, which examines the validity of the simulation model of real system by using the same inputs of the real system and compares the outputs by using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. All results of the comparison between both simulation models were not significantly different, which means that the simulation model is valid enough. Table I shows the results of the Wilcoxon test for comparing real system outputs and simulation model outputs. It examines all activity in order to test the validity of the baseline simulation model of a real system. The results showed there is no significant difference between real system outputs and the baseline simulation model, as all P values are greater than 0.05 at the 95% level of confidence, and the mean of the proceed requirements through these activites is closer in both models. Fig. 3 illustrates the simulation of the CCRD model, which has allocated decision making teams at customers’ locations. In that model, holding and rejection activities have been removed as there is no need for them in the CCRD model.

The main goal of these activities in the baseline model was for negotiation and discussion with distributed customers in order to make an accurate decision, which is done in the CCRD model face-to-face by the local decision making team.
VI. EVALUATION RESULTS

The evaluation experiments in this study have been designed in order to examine the locality in the CCRD model and how much applying that concept would reduce the implications of communication across distributed boundaries by reducing customisation time and decision making time.

A. CCRD Simulation Model

The evaluation experiments used a Black-Box comparison approach between outputs of the CCRD simulation model and the baseline simulation model (Fig. 5). This experiment was run on three different groups of customer requirements. The first customer group had up to 50 requests during the observation time (1,290 working hours). The second group had seven customers, each of them having between 51 and 100 requests in the observation time. The final group had five customers with 101 or more requests. The arrival time of the three groups’ requirements was inserted into both simulations and the outputs were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Fig. 6 illustrates the comparison between outputs of simulations of the real-world model and the CCRD model. Fig. 6 (a) shows the difference in the mean of decision making time between the baseline model and CCRD model for all three groups of requirements, which indicates a significant reduction in the decision time from more than two hours to less than 30 minutes. Fig. 6 (b) illustrates the impact of local decision making on the entire customisation process mean time for the three groups, which were between 2.52 and 2.79 in the baseline model, and decreased to between 1.13 and 1.65 in the CCRD model.

In terms of statistical results of the experiment, Table II displays the inferential results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which refers to the significant difference for all results when P values are less than 0.05 at 95% confidence level. In this case, the null hypothesis rejected and the alternative hypothesis accepted the difference between the simulation model of baseline and CCRD outputs in decision making time and in the entire customization process time.

VII. DISCUSSION

Results presented in the previous section indicate that making decisions for customisation requirements at customers’ locations in distributed domains reduces the time need to make decisions, and therefore it reduces the entire
customisation process time. This reduction refers to decision making which includes requirements for negotiation to overcome the challenges of communicating customisation requirements across distributed domains, as most communications in the customisation process involve discussing and understanding customers’ requirements [12]. It was eliminated in the proposed model (CCRD model) by discussing all issues face-to-face at customers’ locations.

#### VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study aims to discuss the benefits of locality in reducing the implications of communication across distributed boundaries. It proposed a customisation model for multiple customers, which enhances the locality concept by locating decision making at customers’ locations. Furthermore, this study has evaluated the CCRD model by using a real case study from a company that customised software for 18 distributed customers. The evaluation results refer to the significant difference in reducing the mean time of decision making and the entire customisation process time for the CCRD model.

The future purpose of this research is to examine locality on the development process. In addition, using local decision making in distributed projects gives rise to the issue of awareness between distributed teams, so it is useful to investigate the knowledge and awareness of management when decisions are taken locally.
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